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NOTES ON THE FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS PROBLEM DONE AS A CLASS 

EXERCISE 

These are just notes which may assist you. It is not aimed at being exhaustive or the only 

way to structure an appropriate answer. I hope it helps.  Remember to provide as much 

authority (primary, secondary and case law) as appropriate. 

1. When asked to advise on a problem situation a good thing to do before reading lots 

of facts is to find out WHO you are suppose to be advising as that should help you to 

structure your advice from the point of view of your ‘client’. 

2. Then  LOCATE the problem and the relevant LAW 

3. Check conditions for TFEU article or case-law principles to apply  are met 

4. Identify the issues for your ‘client’ and discuss the relevant law (legislation and case 

law)  

 

Below I have separated out each set of facts you were asked to discuss in class. 

Brian is a manufacturer of power saws in Norway, with plants in 

Norway and Sweden.  Consider the difficulties he faces in the light of 

EU law. 

Re 1 above:  who are you being asked to advise? BRIAN  

Re 2 above: The problem is likely to be disputed before a national court 

but easy re relevant law as you are told to consider the difficulties 

in the light of EU Law BUT it involves NORWAY so opportunity 

to mention EEA and that EEA Law. Can also mentioned that the 

issues below all involve the Free Movement of Goods Rules as 

the good cross a border and that the Treaty provisions have direct 

effect (Van Gend en Loos) and so Brian can rely on EU law in 

national litigation. 

 

a He is required to obtain an import licence to import his saws 

into Denmark.  This requirement was enacted by the Danish 

government to keep a record of imports of power saws following 

public pressure after a number of saw massacres. 

  Here 2 above is a good starting point ie. Locate the problem – goods 

being imported – likely Art 34 TFEU (if exports then Art 35) 
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On to 3 above ie what are the conditions for Art 34 to apply? Goods, State 

Measure; quantitative restriction (QR) or measure having 

equivalent effect (MEE);  

ANSWER from facts: power saws are goods (insert case law authority); 

it is a State measure (not an issue here); it is a QR (all import 

licences are by their very nature refer to a quantity (add case law 

authority); Can Denmark rely on Art 36 derogation? NO 

 

b In Germany he is prosecuted for putting the saws on the market 

in breach of a German law which requires, on safety grounds, 

that the handles of power saws, both imported and domestic, be 

made of a special hardened plastic.  The only manufacturer of 

this type of plastic in the European Union is situated in 

Germany. 

As per (a) above dealing with goods and restriction (MEE to QR) being 

imposed by importing MS (Dassonville)  

BUT here NOT discriminatory (indistinctly applicable) which then 

should lead you to discuss CASSIS ‘s principle of mutual 

recognition.  Re (4) above ie Can Germany rely on Cassis’s  

mandatory requirements? What are the conditions for this case-

law justification of a restriction to apply? Re (5) above what are 

the issues for your client? Who has the burden of proof? Your 

client of Germany? What is it that Germany has to show re the 

restriction to benefit from the mandatory requirements doctrine. 

REMEMBER the two limbs of the PROPORTIONALITY test? 

Is there any relevance re fact the only manufacturer is established 

in Germany? 

 

c In France he finds that the power saws may only be sold in 

registered specialised shops.  The justification for this 

requirement is that it protects the existence of small tool shops, 

and protects the profession of retail tool sellers. 

As per (a) above dealing with goods and restriction being imposed by 

importing MS (Dassonville; Cassis) 

BUT need to consider now Keck and the classification of this restriction 

imposed by France; Is it a selling arrangement? Discuss citing 

relevant post-Keck case law. Does the Keck proviso apply? Is 

there a ‘market access’ restriction?  What test are you asking the 
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court to apply? What happens if the judge decides on the facts 

that the Keck proviso applies and therefore it is not a certain 

selling arrangement?  Back within the scope of Article 34 TFEU 

and therefore a restriction which France can only justify under 

Article 36 derogation or the Cassis’ mandatory requirements 

doctrine. The burden lies on France and it is strict. 

 

d He has a plant in Sweden which produces power saws, but he 

experiences difficulties competing with manufacturers in 

Finland because of a Swedish law which prohibits, on 

environmental grounds, the use of the machines to make power 

saws for more than 10 hours per day. 

Same general points can be made here as per above situations but 

FACTUALLY Brian has a different problem ie it is the home 

State, Sweden, which is causing impediment ie the exporting 

State’s law is the MEE and so Brian needs to rely on Article 35 

TFEU. 

 Can cite here the relevant case law on export restrictions,  one of 

which now brings non-discriminatory measures (indistinctly 

applicable measures) also within the scope of Article 35.  

 

e He finds his products subjected to an organised boycott by 

English retailers whose professional association has issued 

details of his union-busting tactics in his factories in Norway. 

 The tricky issue here for Brian is that the conditions of Article 34 seem 

not to have been met as the UK, as a Member State,has done 

nothing ie it is not a ‘State measure’ that is impeding the goods 

coming in from Norway into the UK.   

 

 Here you are expected to discuss first cases such as Buy Irish as 

examples of a wide definition to ‘State measure’ being given byt 

he CJEU when interpreting FMGs rules BUT can you stretch this 

far? Leads you to discuss the Spanish Strawberries case and 

Schmidberger.  How far can Brian rely on the Spanish case? Who 

has the burden to argue the case?   

 

 


